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#01 YOUTHLAB PROJECT
The current socio-economic context
for young people in Europe is complicated. It is an environment that invites
to live in the present with disaffection and without too many expectations for the future. We are concerned
about the current times that the
young generation has to live with and
the vulnerabilities they often come
across. We believe we should reflect
deeply on these issues and, above all,
create venues to generate alternative
options. For that reason, ten associations linked to the social educational
work with young people from Spain,
Slovakia, France and Portugal have
joined forces in the YouthLab project
–Conversations about youth activation (Erasmus+) in order to stimulate
a process of collective reflection. The
project has organised 26 discussion
forums where 250 people linked to
the world of education, youth and employment, put together proposals and
analysis following a participatory approach. During 13 months, 80 Good
Practices related to activation are also
gathered, looking for diversity and nuances and 4 training visits are organised to visit and see first-hand some
of those projects analysed in each territory. these three types of activities
generated a lot of information which
we have process and organised to
produce this publication. We wanted
to make a synthesis to open pathways
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and help inspire, because simply putting together practices as if we were
compiling a catalogue does not seem
too useful. We do not want to recommend a particular practice, because
it always depends on the context. We
have chosen to identify the most important aspects to consider when focusing on a policy or methodology for
youth activation. The overall objective
is to put the concept of emancipation
and activation high up in the agenda
(at local, regional and European level)
and develop it to its fullest potential,
avoiding the use of classifications by
field. The youth must be a priority to
overcome this impasse.
youthlaberasmus.blogspot.com
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#02 CONTEXT
Youth unemployment data has
reached unbearable proportions
throughout Europe, representing up
to 25% of unemployed people (in the
southern European countries, the rate
has reached 50%) according to Eurostat (2011). Besides the data, which is
well known, we find that precarious
working conditions are on the rise
and this has a profound effect on the
expectations and the idea of the life
project which as a result undergoes
a deep transformation. The European
continent is experiencing a growing
social inequality (which appeared
well before the economic crisis of
2008) that seriously compromises
the political project of the European
Union, the viability of our social model
and our place in the world of globalisation. We should consider the phenomenon of youth unemployment as
something deeper that is happening
in a complex context and relevant not
only to cyclical economic issues. The
gradual impoverishment of the working and middle classes, has now been
followed by a socio-cultural change, a
general unrest which is caused by the
lowering of expectations, with a new
idea of a future that is no longer associated to progress but to uncertainty.
Young people have now assumed that
their living conditions are going to
be worse than those of their parents.
The ascending line has now started
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its descend. That belief has an impact
on behaviour, values and society; the
subjective becomes reality. Hence,
among young people with a wide
range of backgrounds, we find that
many of them have become blocked,
paralysed, invisible individuals. Many
are well-educated, others with an
average or low training, they stay
at home or in their neighbourhood,
within their groups, and do not move,
do not propose, they do not even protest. Sometimes they consume toxic
substances which further contribute
to their inaction, sometimes they consume leisure or goods in a compulsive
manner, in order to exist... because
nowadays you have to be a consumer
and not a producer.
This may seem a surprising behaviour, but if we take a close look we can
see that these are adjustments to an
environment that offers them few opportunities to create their own paths.
It is true that a group of very active
young individuals leverages the tremendous opportunities in this global
world to travel, connect and grow, but
they are a minority.
New social problems and new debates have appeared in today’s society, which generate new social movements. The protection of nature and
the environment, the peace movement, the defence of human rights, the
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struggle for equality of women... The
development of the individual person,
according to Touraine (2012), must be
closely connected to the social movement.
Now we are left with a majority for
whom work ethic means nothing, and
this people fail to establish a meaningful life. Employment, which had
been the basis of our social culture,
is evolving and no longer serves that
function. In addition to material issues, health and social ties have an
effect on areas of identity. Emancipation is a need for individuals and a
need for a society based on solidarity
between generations. This contract is
no longer in place and we are failing
to create a new one.
The concern is very high, and all European actors have now been deploying
proposals and assessments. Nonetheless, we have seen that despite all the
existing knowledge and the size of the
problem, the actions being launched
are only partial and segmented, based
on old patterns that no longer apply.
All indicators point that we must improve training and come up with a socially and culturally productive model
that generates wealth and opportunities, and that is sustainable in the
long run. These aspects are vital. But
to achieve this, we might need to look
at the emancipation of young people
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as a social necessity and not the result of an economic improvement. If
we do so, we could perhaps find these
new production models sooner. The
European educational system is powerful, but it has to go through some
changes. We might need to modify expectations, since the promise made by
schools (based on the industrial system), that you “will work if you study”,
has long ago been unfulfilled. Teenagers are aware of this, hence enthusiasm wanes and school failures increase dramatically. It is not so much
a matter of methods, but a matter of
the meaning of training and education in today’s world. We live with an
“emptiness of the senses” and a growing loneliness of individuals that we
can no longer integrate in collective
projects that allow us to escape from
the subjectivity and help us project
ourselves.
Within the work we carry out with
teenagers and young people with
fewer opportunities, especially vulnerable people, we see some of their
behaviours and dynamics become
widespread social ways over time.
The reason is that the precarious circumstances reach the middle classes,
but also that sociological changes impact first on the most disadvantaged
groups. Therefore, we believe that addressing this complex phenomenon of
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young people from our position, could
enrich the outlook.
There is currently a problem of material living conditions, but above all
there is a gap, the joint project has
been segmented, and communities,
groups, small groups, retreats and
privatisation of physical and emotional spaces have now surfaced. For instance, the serious problem of jihadist radicalisation in Europe has often
been analysed as a problem of poverty, but the issues are in fact more
complex and involve psychosocial
issues: the proposal of radicalism (of
any kind) provides identity, a sense
of life, the possibility of being useful
to the community, significance, accompaniment... We could say the ability to consume is not enough to live.
Or at least, that gaps must be filled
when the ability to consume shows
weaknesses. It seems that the reason
to live is missing. This has to be built,
it does no longer come by itself. That
that produces anxiety, loneliness and
compulsions.
According to Mardones (2002) we
must not forget the euphemisms with
which the market affects the working life, especially for young workers:
flexibility, temporary work, etc. leading young people to a very precarious temporary work. It is a matter of
social domestication in which 90% of
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young Spaniards accept contractual
conditions and work schedules which
are illegal, so that they can secure a
job while preparing for change, adaptation and perpetual recycling. Very
creative for some people but very
threatening for most people.
So we can summarise the situation as
an emergency; in a world full of possibilities and knowledge, we are not
able to provide consistent solutions
and the feeling of helplessness and
devalued future just keeps spreading. Against this backdrop, we see
that young people, with their local accents are very similar, they are truly
children of the globalisation. While as
adults we are immersed in the contradictions of a global world that we do
not understand. There exists a fracture that may not allow us to find the
answers.
Amid such confusion, within a European continent in which the problems
just seem to keep multiplying, this paper proposes some ideas to improve
the design and development of new
mechanisms to help the current European youth exercise their citizenship.
We do it from different perspectives
(non-formal education, working with
young people with fewer opportunities) in which perhaps we can identify
some of the keys needed to reverse
the current situation.
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#03 THE CONCEPTS
OF YOUTH ACTIVATION
AND EMANCIPATION
The concept of Activation is used in
employment policies especially in the
countries of Northern Europe and it
refers to practices that favour the positive attitude of the individuals seeking
employment and the development of
social skills that enables them in more
productive and dynamic opportunities. It is a controversial term, because
on the one hand it values people’s attitudes and their ability to change, but
on the other hand it can be addressed
as a purely individual matter and put
the blame on that person ( “you are
unemployed because you don’t do
enough”). We seize this concept because it is quite ambiguous and does
not allow any sector to feel “comfortable” with it. What we desire is that the
actors of employment, training, youth
and education fields come together to
map out new strategies. To achieve
that we need concepts that generate
curiosity, but at the same time they
cannot have a truly distinguished
meaning: job placement, or inclusion,
or training ...
Through our local experiments, and
the project YouthLab we have been
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shaping this open concept so it can be
used in the youth domain. Youth Activation is based on socio-educational
processes that enable young people
to find motivation, make sense, reactivate and re-connect in different
crucial life situations (unemployment,
studying, social problems of different
magnitude...). Youth Activation is about
employment and training but also
about volunteering, mobility and culture. These processes can be developed
through non-formal education actions
or with comprehensive programs.
Youth Activation allows us to take a
snapshot, under different parameters,
of the proposals that help young people
in their process of emancipation.
Here we handle the concept of emancipation that involves the exercise
of citizenship. We need tangible elements (housing, resources, etc.)
but also attitudes, desires and skills.
Emancipation implies making decisions and taking responsibility and
contributing to society. We see it from
an approach based on rights and not
just as a way to have enough capacity
to be a consumer-taxpayer.
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MAIN THREATS LINKED TO THE
DIFFICULTIES FACED BY YOUNG
PEOPLE TO EMANCIPATE:
The following list of threats are just
that, threats. It does not mean that
all young people find themselves in
this situation. There are many other
positive indicators, but we focus on
threats to account for what is at stake
in this matter. Youth is very diverse,
and differs by social class, the area in
which they live ... even with all these
nuances, we consider that there are
risks today that represent more than
a trend, and are cross-disciplinary
in its essence though perhaps under
various forms.
* Ageing of the European continent
and the breakdown of solidarity
within and between generations.
* Poverty and growing inequality.
Segmented society. Young highlytrained versus young people with
very little education who left early
and definitively the educational system.
* Lack of competitiveness in the context of a global economy.
* Identity, national and communitarian withdrawal.
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* Radicalization of young people, individually or collectively. For instance, we can see the programs of
the extreme right that give meaning
to these disoriented young people.
Or the Europeanization of jihad.
These are very effective proposal,
that combine traditional and modern elements.
* Compulsive use of toxic substances
or any product by young people in
a social demobilisation and disaffection with politics and the public
issues.
For the individual, the public place is
not much more than a giant screen
on which private concerns are projected while remaining private or
acquire new collective values during the course of its screening...
People return from their daily guided tours into the public place with
their individuality de jure enhanced
and having reconfirmed that the
solitary way in which they handle
the affairs of their lives is the same
as the “other individuals like them.”
(Bauman, 2000, p.45)
* Social isolation of young people,
fragmentation, invisibility, loneliness.
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#04 OUTCOME
OF THE REFLECTIONS
Below, we list some of the main ideas
that were generated in the Forums
we organised in 2015 and 2016 on the
topic of youth activation. People with
different profiles (young people, social
workers, educators...) were involved in
each Forum. Each one lasted between
2 and 3 hours and the methodology
was as follows: A question was thrown,
people jotted down their response in
a sticker and then they shared it with
the group. After each response, a debate was opened and contributions
were collected. The proposal was not
to speak as a representative of an entity or service but as a professional or
citizen. It was not about “defending”
a position, but to find cracks through
which to spot further and opportunities for advancement.
The questions leading the process
were:
* What do you think we are doing at
present (from the point of view of
the service you manage or as a society or as an adult world) in relation
to youth emancipation and activation in Europe?
* What do you think the European
youth needs to develop its emancipation?
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* What do you think we should
change, enhance or remove in
terms of policies or methodologies
related to youth emancipation and
activation?
We have made an effort to summarise.
We hope to have captured the essence
of the brilliant contributions that took
place in the Forums.
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#05 NEEDS
IDENTIFIED
05.1 MATERIAL ASPECTS
Basic material conditions, such as
housing, food, access to health and access to leisure activities and training,
are necessary. Without these minimal
resources, it is difficult to move forward. This “umbrella” is paramount.
But it is possible to promote new housing systems, new cooperative ways to
access basic services, new and more
sustainable patterns of consumption.
New scholarship schemes or other
forms of support should also be tested.

05.2 PSYCHOLOGICAL ASPECTS
Young people need to build an identity, and for this they need to feel possessions, the more rich and varied,
the better.
They also need to empathize in both
directions. And project themselves
into the future, see a horizon they can
reach. We believe that motivation or
desire are elements necessary to live.
Also, hope.
They need recognition and appreciation. Active listening and limits. They
need to be trusted.
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Stigmatisation blocks the processes of
self-worth and progress. It also freezes the personality and prevents the
development of individuals.
They need their own space of intimacy as well as shared spaces. They
too need to experience friendship and
brotherhood.

05.3 SOCIOCULTURAL ASPECTS
Young people need to be considered
as citizens, individuals, people who
can contribute to society as a whole in
all areas, and not just as youngsters.
They also need to know the transgenerational thread, in order to recognize their position in that process
and find their own place. It is difficult
to talk about the idea of future without
memory.
Certain stability is needed, but we
have to embrace change more naturally. Current mind-sets belong to another era; we need to adapt to the uncertainty of life with a more proactive
approach, identifying the opportunities and possibilities of a new beginning.
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05.4 EDUCATIONAL ASPECTS
Learning by doing: Connecting knowledge to life, with its usefulness to life
or the ability to acquire meaning and
purpose.
Have adult references, that can mentor, provide contrast, console and
stimulus.
We have to experience in order to understand and make decisions. Sometimes we need to taste failure, or at the
very least, we need to try and change,
and live lightly a maximum of life situations. You need to have opportunities
to be tested.
We have to obtain technical skills, but
also learn things for life (to relate, to
express, to live, to take care ourselves,
take care of others, etc.). The teaching
of values seems paramount and basic
in order to build our knowledge upon
that base.
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#06 INSTITUTIONAL LEADS:
POLICIES AND PROGRAMS
From the content generated in the Forums and the analysis of good practices collected, we have drawn some
ideas at the macro level: general
policies, program development and
frameworks. These would be lines of
action as well as values and strategies
from where to build better mechanism of activation and emancipation.
1. Paying close attention to analysis
and interdisciplinary studies to understand the sociological changes
and sense of the current labour market. To address new solutions, we
must embrace the changes and perhaps erect the socio labour building
in a different way. The trend is that
robotics will gradually reduce the
number of jobs, even if new jobs are
created, we do not know if that will
be to the same extent. The so-called
leisure society cannot be understood without work... We will have
to reflect and experiment with new
models: alternating time spent in
formal jobs and time spent in community service, securing the basic
living needs, job sharing, greater social participation... Institutions need
to outline new ways to get social
cohesion at the forefront and put a
stop on the current feeling that there
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is a group of people whose members
are not needed anymore (this group
is becoming increasingly larger).
This first lead has to do with a decision that needs to be made: either
the employment and emancipation
of youth is seen as something vital,
something that needs to improve in
the current framework; or we take
this issue as a priority and therefore
we take the necessary actions and
policies that will steer the situation
on the right track.
2. Developing experimental programs in which methodologies and
practices could be assessed and
refined so that later on could be
universalised. These experiments
should be carried out at the European, national and local levels,
cross data and extend the successful models. But the assessment and
evaluation will take into account
not only the data related to employability but also broader indicators
related to the exercise of citizenship. These experiments should be
given enough time (three years)
in order to show results. Too often
experiments are tested with short
time frames which leaves them no
room to achieve serious tasks.
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3. Reassembling a more flexible general education framework, with
more inputs and outputs, more
open to social aspects, better interconnected, designed with a wide
look and non-segmented... With
shorter proposals but well connected to each other so that there
are no “gaps”. An educational system that better integrates nonformal education with the world of
work and entrepreneurship.
4. Devoting resources to training programs carried out in the context
of broader learning: combining
theory, practice, experimentation,
creation, mobility, co-operative
and voluntary work
5. Thinking not only on courses/services/experiences offered, but also
on what we are asking the participants (not only regulatory requirements but also qualitative contributions).
6. Encouraging mobility, but not only
to the initiated, but to the maximum
of young people. Closer and shorter
mobility, in terms of initiation.
7. Think about community service
activities, with strong incentives
(there are even proposals to make it
compulsory). This is not just about
thinking of what we should offer
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young people, but also what can we
ask them to do, what do we need
from them as a society. This shift
will help us to develop more effective policies, without guardianship
and paternalism. By asking young
people to do things for others, to
contribute to society, we help them
to build a place in the world, and we
encourage them to experience the
social bond and the different combinations of lives. Furthermore, we
reorient consumer values that deplete services and proposals.
8. Encouraging learning processes
that teach life skills while downplaying the teaching of specialised
skills (it is not known how the job
market will look like in 10 years’
time). It seems a more interesting option to train people in skills
around cooperation, creative
thinking, adaptation and processes
management. We have to trust that
the teaching of values would be a
very solid foundation in the buildup of knowledge. We need to root
the learning around a sense and
principles, and in a social context.
9. Reviewing the concept of authority. Allocating resources to key
educational people for youngsters
(e.g. look into the figure of mentor).
These are accessible references
that help during crucial stages.
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10. These policies should be carried
out at both European and national level, but above all they must
be implemented at the local level. Young people must settle and
must receive from and provide to
their nearest community. Local
plans must be put forward and
they should be connected at European level to facilitate travel back
and forth and exchanges. Local
dimension but always with a global
perspective.
11. Problems should not be the only
focus, segmenting the policies, but
we should put forward more holistic approaches. To launch a plan
against the use of drugs or against
radicalisation will not go a long
way if such plans are introduced
in isolation. We believe it would be
more efficient to launch an ambitious plan to promote emancipation. Symptoms and problems are
the expressions of a discomfort
(they must be dealt with a broader
perspective). We must speak about
the discomfort and when we do,
we sometimes find simpler solutions.
12. The rights approach (i.e. do not
focus so much on problems or
symptoms or people shortages,
but on their rights) seems an efficient method of work. This is not
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about declaring rights simply in
the abstract. We are talking about
concrete policies and methodologies around this approach: we
think about how to access rights
on a positive way, not the problems. In this particular case, we
have to ask ourselves, how can we
promote youth emancipation with
clear and comprehensive policies?
And not, how do we prevent youth
radicalisation? We are deeply convinced that it is more effective to
educate in coexistence and cooperation than to raise awareness
against racism and xenophobia.
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#07 METHODOLOGICAL LEADS:
APPROACHES AND METHODS
The following are the main proposals,
in a more practical level, that we put
together with the contributions of the
participants in the project YouthLab.
We show all the methodological principles and approaches. These would
be the tactics and socio-educational
stances needed to develop lines of action to achieve youth emancipation
and activation. Some practical references in the list of projects can be
found at the end of the text.
1. Programs should not be aimed
specific audiences (e.g. youth at
risk of exclusion, or any other form
of segmentation). Even though
these groups might be seen as a
priority, we cannot promote stigma and aggregate people seen as
“too similar.” Activities must be addressed from the social mix, with
a generalist perspective. To succeed with these “groups” we must
design more open projects. What
we do, should work in a difficult
social situation like one we find
ourselves but also in a balanced society. These emancipation projects
should also succeed in a world of
full employment.
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2. Steps to fulfil, fix, cover and offset should be abandoned and we
should clearly support the rights
approach model. Each individual has rights that we must help
to exercise. So we can leave the
symptoms behind (and its associated guilt) and create programs
that make a more meaningful impact on society. The goal is not
employment or training (those
are conduits) but the development
of citizenship. The challenge is to
achieve this in a new social context (before, the “existence” was
provided by the work, with their
struggles, their classes, their identity... perhaps now the means need
to be different).
3. Although we talk about employment, we think that the key is to develop projects that educate about
social participation. Increasingly
There are more and more educational programs that develop critical thinking, that enable to experience the decision-making process
and try to link policy makers with
young people.
4. We could change the order of the
factors. Instead of proposing train-
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ing and a promise, we could begin with direct employment experiences. Thus, many individual
mechanisms could be unlocked,
and above all, the sense of training
can be built over something more
consistent than a mere promise.
Besides, employment can be demystified and this may encourage
some people to get back into the
educational system. In any case,
starting from specific experiences
(paid employment or community
service on a voluntary basis) more
specific training plans could be
drawn out. From a new motivation,
a new dynamic can be created.
5. We must not only provide support,
things or services. The projects to
be developed should ask young people for help, and should include the
scope of service and solidarity. Besides being the shortest path “to
belong”, we know that skills and
knowledge can be learned more
effectively. We ascertain in many
occasions that people work best
when they feel needed and useful.
Instead of thinking what we can give
to young people, we can think more
in terms of what we can request
from them. And to do that we have to
change the language of our services.
6. We learn by participating, taking
responsibility in “protected” con-
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texts: a socio-educational project
is a real context, but accompanied,
where the exercise of citizenship
are “played” and trained, so that
they can grow. We propose to look
at the projects in such way, not
as offerings but as contexts. It is
about creating contexts, settings,
symbolic places, real places, to allow people to participate.
7. We must design sedimentary processes rather than linear processes: so that experience and knowledge can be accumulated, “circles”
can be drawn which must be related to the action experiences and
the direct work, the experiences
of community service, the reflections, the training modules and the
“trips”.
8. The context we generate, and the
meaning we give to the project
is what really counts, and not so
much the type of activities.
9. The intergenerational approach is
a key aspect in the emancipation
process. We must learn from the
elderly and reduce prejudices on
young people. We must connect
both groups, so that they can find
cohesion. And from that connection we can develop thoughts that
relate the current situation and the
difficulties of the past.
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10. It seems interesting to extend the
gender perspective. On one hand
we must address the specific needs
of young women (there are projects that need to be done with a
homogeneous group of women),
and always keep in mind the issue
of gender equality. On the other
hand, especially for many young
men, it seems necessary to reconnect them with their parents and
the paternal roles. Projects that
help restore those relations and to
take the men into account (who are
often missing, blurred or who represent very negative role models
that do not exactly help the emancipation process). Intergenerational relations also go through this
gender perspective.
11. Develop activities that have teamwork and in which responsibilities
are shared.
12. Provide channels to develop experiences. It is not only about making, activism simply by itself is
not positive. There is little use in
accumulating activities if we do
not reflect on them. It’s necessary
to look for appropriate moments
and to create habits to analyse the
experience itself.
13. A project has several interconnected itineraries. It is about shaping
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the movement of individual processes according to the rhythms of
each one. Contexts need to be created in which space and time are
narrowed and become more intensive. For that to work, processes
have to be short and flexible, where
you can come in and come out, and
when we are performing the activity we raise the requirement. It is
important not to build the mechanisms to “service the youth” (although these mechanisms exist for
them), asking them instead to help
out because “society needs them”...
14. Evaluations must include the subjective aspects of the participants,
but also what families and other
parts of the community consider.
It is necessary to better assess the
mechanisms of youth activation,
both quantitatively and qualitatively. It is necessary to have enough
time to compare data, analyse the
paths and analyse as well what the
participants, and their relatives,
say and feel.
15. There is no longer one single career path; now one life is expected
to have many lives...We must prepare for that uncertainty and for
the daily exercise of making sense
of what we are and what we do with
others. The ability to adapt, to connect... We have to program diverse,
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multidisciplinary and unique experiences: work, service, living,
leisure, culture, sports, travel,...
Different experiences connected
between them. Promote mechanisms as gateways, bridges, transit zones... the important thing is
to go through this transition time,
experience changes, open new horizons, inspire vocations, discover
new talents and desires. And above
all, we must trust people, and trust
in their capabilities and possibilities. This trust is the basis of all
learning and all socio-educational
relationships.
16. We should avoid professional referrals. Often there are resources
that do not come forward because
people that are referred to, do not
attend. This tends to be in regards
to specific mechanisms for a certain type of people. And of course,
nobody likes to be in a place where
there are people that have problems... We must be more aware of
both social image and self-image,
because this is often what makes
the difference. The difficulty often lies in getting young people to
come and participate. We have to
establish delivery systems for the
programs that are open and effective so that young people will
enrol themselves in the projects.
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If we resort to referrals, the desire
is mostly placed on the professional or on the family and not
on the youngster. We must leave
some space for the young person
to feel desire, so they can build a
sense to get closer, to enrol, to try,
to move. If we, as adults, do all the
work and all the movement, they,
as youngsters, do not have space
and their desire “vanishes.” This
access to services for young people
is one of the key things. If access
is voluntary and is done individually (through previous interviews,
tests, small proposals, basic objectives) and without making unfeasible promises, the success of the
project is almost guaranteed. We
must create realistic expectations,
in a balanced and honest way. And
that happens sometimes through
trust and knowing how to wait,
even if not all actions are completed. If all goes well, they will start to
come along and word of mouth will
do its work.
17. In any of the projects, we have to
interact based on the activities
(on the commitments made by the
parties: schedule, work, action...).
We should not interact based on
the problems of the young person or his shortcomings, or based
on information we possess which
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has not been generated within
the project. When that young person arrives, here comes someone
“new”, we cannot have any expectations or preconceived ideas. This
youngster comes to do an activity...
from there we can build a new relationship. If at the start we have
too much information, we will reproduce the expectations circle
and there will not be changes.
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#08 TOOLS
TO CHANGE A FEW THINGS:
SKILLS AND ABILITIES
FOR THE EDUCATIONAL
TEAMS
To accomplish this shift, we introduce
here some elements that we consider
important for the people that are going to help invigorate the youth activation processes.

able to do things. Teams will work
better if they have more additional
and diverse knowledge.

* Any topic is useful to accommodate on it activation processes (the
environment, culture, creation,
sports,...). The topics matter, but
what matters most is where and
how we treat and utilise them. And,
it is even better if the issues can
connect with the challenges of our
time (environment, cohesion, cultural diversity, technology, art...).

* Training should go deeper into relational aspects (at both individual
and collective level) and community-based approaches. As important as the relationship that we can
establish with the young person is
our ability to connect him with the
people of his community. If we are
very charismatic and important,
but we fail in the task of multiplying his references, then we will not
have achieved our objectives.

* Therefore, it would be positive that
the trainers of the youth have, besides social and educational skills,
varied knowledge and hobbies (cultural, sporting, technical...). If we
want a relationship based on issues
and not on problems, we must be

* The life experiences of teachers
and educators are key. Ideally they
would be people who have travelled, have performed different jobs,
volunteering activities or social or
cultural participation, people who
have “lived” the search for mean-
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ing, by advancing and testing. Flat
profiles without life history does not
seem very interesting. We consider
these experiences as important as
the fact of having obtained technical qualifications.
* There are eyes that stare at reality
but still cannot see it. We already
know that in order to see, we need
to train the sight. And what we have
to see, too often is what is normally
invisible or simply we do not want
to see: Inequalities, breakdowns,
necessities, abandonment, marginalisation/poverty, suffering. Without this vision there is no hope of
humanisation. As Mardones (2002)
says, without the shock of appreciating the difference, we cannot
aspire to awaken a critical spirit to
what we are being offered. We can
and should start seeing the differences within our own city or town
and then advance and take into account these corners of our society.
See to feel what it should no longer
continue.
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#09 VANISHING
POINTS
We could conclude that above all we
must change the approach. We already
have a good infrastructure in terms of
programs, equipment and methods,
but we now need to conceptualise and
interconnect them in a different way;
moving from being isolated to creating a common strategy.
Faced with the current distress, we
should be positive and proactive, develop experiments and measure them,
and be ambitious on the alternatives.
Before thinking about methods, we
must treat the emancipation of young
people as a priority (not a consequence of other policies) and therefore assume the political and professional commitment that this would
imply. To do this we have to change
some practices and generate new
ones. This is the challenge that makes
things get better.
We must offer young people alternatives and at the same time ask them
for help. This must be done avoiding
paternalism, considering them useful
and citizens.
Perhaps we need to simplify the entire educational and work network
for the youth. Perhaps too many ac-
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tivities are being carried out that end
up overflowing the desire. In our logic
as consumers, we generate and consume services. We should exercise
citizenship, combining services and
real participation, generating opportunities and transits, rituals of passage, reconstructing an idea of youth
as an ending period (now it seems an
almost infinite period).
We need to address this new approach
with many different perspectives. We
have to stop making sub-policies that
after all are always aimed at the same
people. We need to articulate and direct all the resources (which are still
considerable) articulated at the same
target (emancipation and citizenship).
Formal education, non-formal education, the workplace and general education must be combined differently,
giving each other mutual support and
interacting from their own differences. Right now, these fields circulate
through parallel lines and they rarely
touch each other (and when they do,
often conflicts arise). We propose to
expand the outlook, and consider a
single education system which consists of a vast wealth of mechanisms
and methods.

09 #VANISHING POINTS

When we get together with the different agents to talk, we come up with
many ideas and common points. Emphasis should be placed on these contact points but without prejudice and
with open minded dynamics.
There are many interesting methodologies. But we have been more interested here in the values and educational principles. The meaning of
education, the “whys” and “for who”
of a work to accompany the youth
emancipation, those are the questions
we must answer. From there, from
the heterodoxy and action research,
we will walk through, with projects
and activities, a path worthwhile.
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A FEW GOOD PRACTICES

#10 A FEW
GOOD PRACTICES
1.

2.

Preventive and low-threshold
activity in the habitation
communities
mladezulice.sk
Bratislavské dobrovoľnícke
centrum (BDC)
www.dobrovolnictvoba.sk

3.

Student Simulation Saturdays
www.pdcs.sk/sk/

4.

Kaspian Project-streetwork in
skatepark
kaspian.sk/en

5.

Educational Program in
Community Centre Kopčany
ulita.eu.sk

11. PIJ Urrugne
www.urrugne.fr/fr/la-mairie/
animation-jeunesse/espacejeunes.html
12. Mission Avenir Jeunes
www.missionlocale-paysbasque.
org
13. Foyer Jeunes Travailleurs
www.fjtcotebasque.com
14. Centre de formation
www.cemea-aquitaine.fr
15. Mamboko na mamboko
mamboko.fr/wordpress2

6.

KomPrax IUVENTA
www.iuventa.sk/en/IUVENTA/
Slovak-youth-iustitute-shortintroduction.alej

7.

Support of Education Program
www.peopleinneed.sk

8.

Service de médiation familiale
de la CAF
www.caf.fr/ma-caf/caf-du-paysbasque-et-du-seignanx/offre-deservice/enfance-et-jeunesse

9.

10. MSD St Jean de Luz-Hendaye
www.le64.fr/solidarite.html

16. USCP Futsal Chataigneraie
pessac-chataigneraie-futsal.
footeo.com

BIJ Hendaye
ville.hendaye.com/?page_
id=619&lang=eu
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17. FSGT
fsgt33.fr/comite-sportive-etgymnique-de-pessac.html
18. Mission Locale Pessac
www.pessac.fr/emploi-etinsertion.html
19. Club de Prévention Spécialisée
Action Jeunesse de Pessac
annuaire.action-sociale.
org/?p=action-jeunesse--pessac330783598&details=caracteristiques
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20. Bati Action
www.iae-aquitaine.org/l-iaeen-aquitaine/47-annuaire-desstructures-de-l-iae/54-batiaction.html

29. L@T Pamplona
lytpamplona.com/que-es

21. Ussap Boxe
ussapboxe.portailasso.pessac.
fr/1699-presentation.html

31. Colectivo CALA
www.nodo50.org/cala

30. Asociación GRUP EIRENE
grupeirene.org

32. Asociación educativa
BARBIANA
www.aebarbiana.org

22. Programa Activación Juvenil
y Emancipación- Asociación
Navarra Nuevo Futuro
www.espaciokrea.org
www.nuevo-futuro.org

33. Red Creando Futuro
redasociativa.org/
creandofuturo/

23. Escuela Taller Ilundain
www.fundacion-ilundain.com/
pre-laboral
24. Acción contra el Hambre-Vives
www.accioncontraelhambre.org/
es/programa-vives-emplea
25. Proyecto Lanzaderas
www.lanzaderasdeempleo.es
26. Curso Puente - Puente La Reina
- Padres Reparadores
www.scjpuente.edu.es
27. Movimiento scout
www.scout.org

34. Transpirenaica Social y
Solidaria
transpirenaicasocialysolidaria.
wordpress.com
35. Proyecto Hausturak/RupturasHeziZerb elkartea
www.hausturak.net
36. Fundación Formació i Treball
www.formacioitreball.org
37. GAM
gampau.fr/ateliers-2
38. ConArte
conarteinternacional.net
www.catedraunesco.com

28. Think Young
www.thinkyoung.eu
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39. Proyecto Empresa- Gaztetxe
Estella-Lizarra
lizarrakogaztetxea.wordpress.com
es-es.facebook.com/
uztaldilizarra
40. Programa Aprendizaje y
Servicio
aprendizajeservicio.net

49. Betti Gotti Euskara Kultur Elkartea
bettigotti.com
50. Esme Junior empresa de Deusto
Business School
www.esmejunior.com
51. Albaola La Factoría Marítima
Vasca - Albaola Itsas Kultur
Faktoria
www.albaola.com/es

41. Educar para emprender
educarparaemprender2014.
blogspot.com.es

52. “12Nubes”
12nubes.kalezkalevg.org

42. Proyecto Ventana a la
diversidad
www.abrituventana.org

53. Saregune. Desarrollo comunitario
del casco viejo de Vitoria-Gasteiz a
través de las TIC´s
www.saregune.net

43. Proyecto Increalab
www.iripaz.org
44. Proyecto Métodos innovadores
para jóvenes en riesgo. Circo
social y empleabilidad
www.youtube.com/
watch?v=UTDIx-iXOt8

54. Proyecto comunitariosocioeducativo de revitalización
social del Casco Viejo de VitoriaGasteiz desde el favorecimiento
de la convivencia
blog.goian.org/es
55. PISEC (Programa de
Intervención Socio-Educativa
Co/curricular)
kokuk.org/pisec-2

45. Txirrindak - Empleo joven
prebentzio.com
46. Donosti Cup - Hondar Kirolak
prebentzio.com
47. Jóvenes dinamizadores - Ikas
Jolas
prebentzio.com
48. Servicio de limpieza del litoral
www.hondarribia.org
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56. Programa integral de
cualificación y empleo juvenil
(PICE)
www.camara.es/formacion-yempleo/programa-integral-decualificacion-y-empleo
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57. Brigadas de la Brotxa
www.muralismopublico.com/p/
es/participar/trabaja-con-elimvg/brigadas-de-la-brotxa.php
58. La cocina, incubator kitchen
www.lacocinasf.org
59. The Bread Project
www.breadproject.org

67. Agrupamento das Escolas
Rafael Bordalo Pinheiro
aerbp.pt/cqep
68. Colab- Espaço de trabalho
colaborativo. (Grupo Público)
www.facebook.com/groups/
colab.obidos.friends/?fref=ts
69. Jovens Voluntários das Gaeiras
(JVG)
www.facebook.com/jvgaeiras

60. Renassance
www.rencenter.org

70. Parque Tecnológico de Óbidos
(PTO)
www.pt-obidos.com

61. Incubator of ideas
mladezulice.sk
62. Câmara Municipal da Amadora
- Centro para a Qualificação e o
Ensino Profissional (CQEP)
www.cm-amadora.pt/noticiaseduca/1512-cqep-amadorainaugurado
63. Associação Moinho da
Juventude
www.moinhodajuventude.pt

71. Escola Técnica e Empresarial
do Oeste (ETEO)
www.eteo-apepo.com
72. LANDU para la inclusión social
y laboral
www.irsearaba.org
73. Proyecto Actúa
actua.social

64. Design Advanced Ressources
designadvancedresources.org
65. CEERDL (Centro de Educação
Especial Rainha Dona Leonor)
ceerdl.org
66. CENCAL (Centro de Formação
Profissional para a Indústria
Cerâmica)
www.cencal.pt
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74. Iniciación al empleo.
FUNDACIÓ PRIVADA JOVENT
www.lleida.com/content/
fundacio-privada-jovent
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#11 A FEW PARTICIPANTS
IN THE YOUTHLAB PROJECT:
THANK YOU
Petra Hricová - Ivan Vyskocil - Zuzana
Sidorová - Terezia Horniaková Dominika Benková - Jakub Januska Mária Milanová - Nina Thrisová - Monika
Gregussová - Monika Jurtkova - Jana
Almanová - Alena Faraguldvá - Elena
Ondrusková - Irena Vitálosová - Vladimir
Labath - Martin Ludei - Martian Deran
- Katarina Bzaboová - Ladimav Vaska Jana Pruzinská - Karina Andrášiková
- Peter Kulifaj - Puri Zabalza - Félix
López de Dicastillo - Maite Saénz Barco
- Pedro Yanguas -Elena Fernández Idoya Conrucelay - Marcos Catalán Alberto Ruiz - Silvia Enrique - Patricia
Cueva - Jorge Crespo - Ana Arnedillo
- Jesús Gallego - Eduardo García - Pablo
Escurra - Fco. Javier Yoldy - Carmen
Martínez - Tania Osés - Javier Ilundain
Villanueva -Idoia Garate - Montxo Oroz
- César Asiain Erro - Regina Garcia Garbiñe Bueno - María Díaz de Rada Ioseba Guillermo - Maud Roussel - Joseba
Amigorena - Esther Lasarte - Maite
Iriso - Sergio Gil - Eduardo Sanz - Stella
Hermoso - Patxi San Nicolás - Jon Diez Iñaki Goikoetxea - Pili Azpeitia - Martín
Arregui - Maider Lucas - Libe Garmendia
- Irati Amunarriz - Ekiñe Echarte - Oiane
Arrojo Saenz - Amaia de la Fuente Olatz Urgoiti - Maite Arandia - Felisa
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Arbizu - Karmele Artetxe - Aintzane
Cabo - Laura Simón - María Jesús Calavia
- Laura Mintegi - Nagore García - Iván
Iparraguirre - Asier Zamorano - José Luis
Fernández - Fernando Consuegra - Urtzi
Ostolozaga - Julen - Amaia Zubieta Endika Sotolaza - Fabio González - Xabier
Txopitea - Ignacio Fariña - Alex - Luismi
Porto - Javier Prado - Pilar Ruiz - Julia
Urtasun - Elena Vizcay - Ana Otamendi
- Véronique Larre - Pantxika Laxague Philippe Roux - Yvon Sombodey - Aguebet
Chems Nassim - Iván Basogaray - Loly
Rodríguez - Lorenzo Martínez - Fatima
Ferreira - Helder Luis Santos - Inés
Santos Mariano - Michel Besset - Ana
Echandi - Felipe Cabrerizo - Iker Zaballa
- Simplice Dalberto - Chakir Fadil - Estera
Koverova - Ivana Jurkovicòvá - Peter
Lenco - Dina Aleixo - Eva Kóstálová David Maeztu - María Razquin - Javier
Garaizar - Sergio Jimenez - Teresa
Gastón - Verónica Werckmeister Txema Ruíz de Apodaca - Catherine
Astudillo - Oskar Fernandez - Agurtzane
García Izurrategui - Nagore Alonso
Corcuera - Laura Pérez - Amaia Elorza
- Unai Lizaranzu - Mamadou Alimou
- Camilo Chica - Wafae Sliten - Blanca
Luzuriaga - Patricia Pereiro - Eduardo
Rodriguez - Jon Gayarre - Luis Salazar - ...
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#13 NOTE ABOUT PARTNERS
NAVARRA NUEVO FUTURO
ASSOCIATION

MLÁDEŽ ULICE

Navarra Nuevo Futuro Association is a
non-profit organisation that works to
promote the rights of children and young
people since 1971 in Navarra (Spain).
Since its establishment, it provides a
housing service for children and adolescents with social and/or family problems. It also offers support and mentoring services for foster and post-adoptive
families, implement international development projects in Latin America and
promotes social experimentation initiatives in Navarra. ANNF coordinates the
Youthlab project and is involved in other
cross-border initiatives.

Mládež ulice is a civil association in
the field of social action that manages
services for children and youth and
their families in their livelihoods in
Bratislava (Slovakia). They provides a
free time activities and social services
for children, youth and families from
neighborhood and social disadvantaged environment by a streetwork
and low threshold program. Their
goals are to help children, youngsters
and families to improve quality of
their life in their natural environment.
mladezulice.sk

ULITA

www.nuevo-futuro.org

Institute for Social Inclusion, is a private non-profit organisation established in 1987 which operates mainly
within the Basque Country (Spain).
Their activities are aimed at children
and young people through programs
of street education, foster homes, day
centers and educational support in
the judiciary area. They also promote
labour integration structures.

Ulita is a non-profit organisation that
aims to improve the living conditions
of children and young people living in
urban areas in Bratislava (Slovakia).
It manages the Kopcany Community
Center with educational activities during free time, education at the street
level and social support. They get local people involved in the process and
they intervene in the public places.
The team consists of professionals in
the field of psychology, pedagogy and
social work.

www.irsearaba.org

ulita.eu.sk

IRSE ARABA
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MUGAZTE ELKARTEA

HEZIZERB ELKARTEA

Mugazte Elkartea is a 1901 association
that operates in the region of Aquitaine-Limousin-Poitou / Charentes
(France). It was born from a group of
social activists professionals with extensive experience, in order to create,
promote and develop cross-border
programs for young people. It aims to
encourage their integration, mobility
and citizenship. It provides training
and designs social innovation projects.

HeziZerb elkartea is located in the
Basque Country (Spain) and is dedicated to Children and Youth, and since
1992 has been promoting their rights
and developing socio-educational
processes. HeziZerb elkartea manages programs of public ownership
and promotes their own projects with
other resources in the field of Social
Services the services of the Youth and
non-formal education in general.
www.hezizerb.net

mugazte.blogspot.com.es

ACTION JEUNESSE DE PESSAC

UNIVERSITY OF THE BASQUE
COUNTRY/EHU.

Action Jeunesse de Pessac is an association (Loi 1901) funded by the Conseil Général de la Gironde and authorised as and Specialised Prevention
entity within the territory of Pessac
(France.) Specialised Prevention is
part of the policy on children and
uses the education on the streets as
the main method of social educational
work. Due to its proximity to the lives
of the most fragile people, Specialised
Prevention is an essential link for support and social action.

This public university was founded
in 1980 and it is now made up 50,000
people, and accounts for 70% of the
research carried out in the Basque
Country and has generated more than
250,000 graduates in various different fields of knowledge. UPV-EHU
participates in this project through its
Faculty of Philosophy and Educational
Sciences (Campus Bizkaia.)
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KIMMU
Kimmu is an association of university
students made up of 14 young people
from the University of Mondragón
(Basque Country – Spain.) They are
studying the Entrepreneurial Leadership and Innovation degree which
was created in Finland and was later
introduced in Spain by the Mondra�������
gon������������������������������
Team Academy (MTA). They follow a learning model based on the
methodology “learning by doing.”
www.kimmu.org

CAI
CAI is a Portuguese NGO established
to fight poverty and to promote social
inclusion through research-action
initiatives, social participation, and
education on the street. It also provides training and system impact assessment of programs for the most
vulnerable populations.
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The partners of Youthlab project - Dialogue on youth activation address the
issue of youth emancipation as a central element in the development of today’s
modern society. Beyond the current economic crisis, the sociological and cultural
changes that have been taking place in the world force us to question the current
policies and road maps for the training and employment of young people. We
need new approaches to promote youth employment and also to boost the full
development of citizenship for young people. We also need new formulas to tackle
the youth/employment/training triangle and we have to strengthen the value of
non-formal education methodologies in order to enrich the existing mechanisms.
Young people need proposals and frameworks that will allow them to emancipate,
away from paternalism and protectionism, but with an educational support. It
seems that we are lacking rituals to move forward to adult life, experiences of
direct employment, volunteering opportunities and mobility to help enrol on the
complexity of this new society.

Co-funded by the
Erasmus+ Programme
of the European Union
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